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The ACOEM Group acquires its long-standing U.S. distributor, VIBRALIGN
ACOEM was created in late 2011 following the purchase of 01dB-Metravib by Evolem and its leading
executives. The group is pursuing its build-up strategy with the purchase of VIBRALIGN, a long-standing
partner of Fixturlaser in the U.S. The ACOEM Group offers unrivaled expertise in the environmental,
industrial and defense sectors, presenting its know-how through four unique brands:
01dB: Noise and vibration pollution monitoring solutions (for airports, building sites, etc.).
METRAVIB: Enemy gunfire detection and localization system intended for use in defense, and engineering
services for the industrial sector.
FIXTURLASER / ONEPROD: Monitoring and alignment tools for rotating machinery, enabling the
productivity and reliability of industrial processes to be improved.

VIBRALIGN: Shaft alignment solutions since 1983
VIBRALIGN provides value-added, easy-to-use shaft alignment systems and vibration solutions. It offers
field services, training and a range of laser alignment tools, with a superior level of customer service.
VIBRALIGN is the exclusive U.S. distributor for Fixturlaser alignment systems and ONEPROD condition
monitoring systems. Whatever your alignment or vibration problems, VIBRALIGN has the right solution.
VIBRALIGN is a perfect illustration of the operational synergies arising from collaboration between the
FIXTURLASER and ONEPROD brands. ACOEM is becoming a leading name, with experienced personnel
in strategic cities, in the North American market.
ACOEM and VIBRALIGN have joined forces with a view to ensuring a remarkable client experience in both
laser shaft alignment and condition monitoring activities.
The Group has annual sales revenue of €62 million and employs 450 people. ACOEM,
whose head office is in Lyon, also has two sites in Asia and a subsidiary in Brazil.
www.vibralign.com
www.acoemgroup.com
This acquisition has been achieved together with PIC llc (Erick Pouilly), financial advisor and legal advisors: Eckhart Kolak llc, Miller Cooper & Co. and Kepley, Broscious
& Biggs pl.

